Solitary, multiple, and familial oxyphil tumours of the thyroid gland.
A study of 169 oxyphil tumours of the thyroid, correlating histological features with age, sex, thyroiditis, and available clinical history, has shown two significant findings relevant to pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment. Oxyphil tumours with a papillary architecture can be divided into papillary carcinomas with secondary oxyphilia and true oxyphil tumours. The tumours of the former group are typically unencapsulated, invasive, show nuclei characteristic of papillary carcinoma generally, are associated with thyroiditis, and frequently show psammoma bodies. The tumours of the latter group are typically encapsulated, with nuclei similar to those found in other oxyphil tumours; usually lack psammoma bodies; and some show capsular and vascular invasion. Papillary architecture alone is not thought to justify a diagnosis of malignancy in this group of tumours, and further study with follow-up is needed to determine the appropriate treatment. It is suggested that oxyphilia in the first group is secondary to the accompanying thyroiditis, comparable to the oxyphilia in follicular cells in Hashimoto's thyroiditis, while the oxyphilia in the latter group, as in other oxyphil tumours, is due to a somatic mutation leading to an increase in mitochondrial number. About 20 per cent of all cases showed multiple oxyphil tumours. These were more frequently female, more often associated with thyroiditis, younger, and less often malignant than solitary tumours. The occurrence of multiple tumours of the same uncommon histological type in these patients is compatible with a germline mutation conferring a liability to oxyphil follicular cell tumours. This is supported by the occurrence of oxyphil tumours in families; the present series of cases included two mother-daughter pairs and similar examples have been reported, including multiple oxyphil tumours in identical twins. Further studies are needed to identify the gene involved and any co-operating genes. Oxyphil carcinoma in patients with multiple oxyphil tumours occurred at a mean age 10 years greater than that for multiple adenomas, suggesting that the carcinomas arose by progression from adenomas. It is important to complete thyroidectomy in a case with multiple oxyphil tumours if there is evidence of the presence of lesions in both lobes. It is necessary to consider the differences between primary and secondary oxyphilia, and between sporadic and multiple or familial oxyphil tumours in future studies of these lesions.